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Abstract 

“Attitudes” in the study of language, play a significant role in giving due 

recognition to a particular language. Positive or negative expression towards a 

language may reflect impressions on linguistics difficulty or simplicity, ease or 

difficulty of learning, degree of importance, elegance, social status etc. Attitude 

towards a language may also show how people feel about the speaker of that 

language. People may hold different attitudes towards their mother tongue and 

other language in contact.  A language can only survive if people have a positive 

attitude to use it. Favorable attitude to language help the learners to learn that 

language and vice versa.  English as a global language plays an important role in 

India and it is gaining more and more significance in all fields including business 

and administration. It has become an effective source of empowerment that pave 

the way for holistic development in one’s life.  English is taught as a compulsory 

subject to all the first year students of Indira Gandhi National tribal university, 
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M.P, one of the main objectives of which is to promote the tribal communities by 

providing higher education. Since, attitude towards any language is pivotal for any 

language learning situation, a study has been conducted to investigate the attitude 

of the undergraduate tribal students of the University towards English language. 

The data were collected through a questionnaire survey administered upon a total 

of 60 students randomly selected samples. Upon the completion of the collection of 

data, these were analyzed, computed and tabulated accordingly. The paper will 

discuss student’s attitudes towards English language learning and its use. 

Keywords: attitudes, aptitude, skill, global, language use. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

 

 “Attitudes” in the study of language, play a significant role in giving due 

recognition to a particular language.  It is the attitude towards language that 

appears to be important in the restoration, preservation, decay or death in the life of 

a language (Baker, 1992).Expressions of positive or negative feeling towards a 

language may reflect impressions on linguistics difficulty or simplicity, ease or 

difficulty of learning, degree of importance, elegance, social status etc. Attitude 

towards a language may also show how people feel about the speaker of that 

language. People may hold different attitudes towards their mother tongue and 

other language in contact. Favorable attitude to language help the learners to learn 

that language and vice versa. These attitudes also influence language behavior 

towards language which include attitude towards a language or towards a feature 
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of language, or towards language use, or towards language as a group marker. 

(Cooper and Fishman, 1974). 

Attitude in general is a hypothetical psychological construct which defines 

or promotes certain behaviours and explains their direction and persistence. Allport 

(1935) defines, “attitude is a mental or neural state of readiness, organized through 

experience, exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon the individual’s 

response to all objects and situations with which it is related” (cited in Baker, 

1992:11). Attitude is a convenient and efficient way of explaining consistent 

patterns in behaviour. It often manages to summarize, explain and predict 

behaviour (Baker, 1992).Attitudes, according to Crystal (1997: 215), are the 

feelings people have about their own language or the languages of others. Thus, 

attitude to language is a construct that explains linguistic behaviour in particular. 

Language attitudes vary in nature. People show attitudes of varying nature, such as 

attitude to the variety of language; attitude to minority language and dominant 

language; attitude to foreign and second language; attitude to a specific language 

etc. Whatever the nature of attitude, it has two components: instrumental and 

integrative (Baker, 1992). Instrumental attitude refers to showing attitude to a 

particular language for self achievement and recognition.  People favour a 

particular language when they find that the language is a tool to achieve high 

status, economic advantage, basic security and survival and matters related to self-

orientation. Integrative attitude, on the other hand, concerns someone’s attachment 

with a particular speech community. People show such attitude in order to be 

identified as a member of the desired community. 
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English receives its status globally and its significance lies in all the fields 

including business and administration. It plays an instrumental role in empowering 

in all means and paves the way for holistic development in one’s life.  English is 

perceived as a useful language to know mostly because of job opportunities and for 

education. A number of research studies have revealed that an advanced 

proficiency and knowledge of English leads one to obtain lucrative jobs, strong 

mobility, and a great deal of social success. In present times, a minimal standard of 

English skills needs to be ensured among all graduates of all Indian universities. 

The acquisition of second/foreign language is induced by various variables like 

motivation, attitudes, anxiety, learning achievements, aptitudes, intelligence, age, 

self-identities, personalities, and so forth (Gardner, 1960; Lehmann, 2006; 

Schmidt, Borai & Kassabgy, 1996. Attitude towards languages is extensively 

studied phenomenon in sociolinguistics. 

English is taught as a compulsory subject to all the first year students of Indira 

Gandhi National tribal university, M.P, one of the main objectives of which is to 

promote the tribal communities by providing higher education. Since, attitude 

towards any language play an important role in second and foreign language 

learning, a study has been conducted to investigate the attitude of the 

undergraduate tribal students of the University towards English language. The 

paper will discuss the findings of the student’s attitude towards English as second 

language learning. It will also facilitate the institution to solve the much debated 

issue implementing medium of instruction as Hindi vs English at undergraduate 

level. Further, it will determine the student’s impression about English language 

and purpose of learning a second language. 
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Objective of the study: 

The current study has the following objective-------------- 

To investigate the attitude of undergraduate tribal student of IGNTU towards 

English language, which is taught as compulsory subject to the first year 

undergraduate students of the university. 

As English plays an instrumental role in empowering in all means, the attitude of 

the selected group of students will determine the advancement of the neighboring 

tribal communities (Gond, Baiga etc.) in a great extent. 

Methodology: 

The direct approach method to language attitude was adopted for the present study. 

The required data were collected through administering questionnaires. The sample 

includes subject of age group of 19 to 22.Total 60 questionnaire were distributed to 

the informants. The students that are selected for the present study are from the 

humanities as well as science faculties of the university. Since, highest number of 

tribal student enrolls themselves either Arts or science streams than the other 

existing faculties like commerce and management; the present study selected the 

participants from these two fields. The students of B. A, B. Sc, and B. A BEd were 

the main participants of the study. Among 60 students 41 are male, whereas 19 are 

female students and all of them belong to Gond tribe. The Gonds are the largest 

tribal Community in central India and the university is situated amid of Gond 

villages. Apart from Gond tribes the other tribal communities that are inhabited 

nearby the university are Biaga, Khariya, and Panika. All these tribes are 

economically lagging behind and their  economy is still based food gathering and 
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traditional way of cultivation. Hence, the inhabitants are in constant association 

with the forest for their daily needs.  At present the university consists of more 

than 50% tribal students and the majority of them belong to Gond or its subtribes. 

 

The questionnaire consists of two parts- Part 1-Personal details of the informant 

such as name, age, gender, category, mother tongue etc. Part 2 consists of 16 

statements broadly can be categories under the following headings- 

1. General perception and impression about English 

2. Global and Instrumental value of English Language 

3. Language Choice in media domain 

4. Medium of Instruction 

5. The objective of using language in the education domain 

Results and Discussion: 

 

Students attitude towards English language were obtained through the use of five 

point Likert Scale questionnaire with 5 = Strongly Agree (SA), 4 = Agree (A), 3 = 

strongly disagree (SD), 2 = Disagree (D), 1 = Neither Agree or Nor Disagree 

(Neutral). The students were asked to provide their opinion on 16 statements 

regarding their attitude towards English Language. Among 16 statements, the first 

four statements as it was discussed earlier deal with student’s impression about the 

English language in general. The elicited perception and impression of the students 

about the language and their responses about liking and disliking of English 

language shown in the table 1 below 

Table 1: Students attitude towards English (%) 
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Sl. 

No 

Statements SA A SD D N 

1 I like English 

language 

29.41% 64.71% - 5.88% - 

2 When someone 

speaks English I 

think he/she is 

educated. 

17.65% 82.35%    

3 When someone 

speaks English it 

creates a good 

impression for him 

  

 

29.41% 58.82% 11.76%   

4 I donot like people 

when they speak to 

me in English 

 

5.88% 29.11% 11.76% 52.96%  

 

Table 1 shows that for the statement 1 majority of the responses were positive 

towards English language. The result shows that 29.41% strongly agreed that they 

like English language and 64.71% agreed to the statements. Only 5.88% responded 

negatively to the statement and did not favor the English language. For the 
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statement 2, the majority of the students (17.65% strongly agreed, 82.35% agreed) 

agreed that when someone speaks in English they think he/she is educated.  

Except 11.76% respondents, the majority of the respondents (29.41% strongly 

agreed and 58.82% agreed) expressed that when someone speaks English it creates 

a good impression for him/her. 

However a majority of the respondents reported that they do like people who speak 

to them in English. In response to the statement “I don’t like people who speak to 

me in English” obtained 11.76% Strongly Disagreed responses and 52.94% were 

agreed to the statement. 

From the above result, it is apparent that students have a positive attitude towards 

English language.  

Table 2 Students attitudes towards English (%) 

Sl. 

No 

Statements SA A SD D N 

5 English is very 

important in the era 

of globalization 

17.65% 82.35% - - - 

6 Speaking English is 

an advantage 

11.76% 88.24%    

7 Knowledge of 

English offers 

advantages in 

11.76% 82.35% - 5.88%  
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seeking good jobs 

 

 

Table 2 represents the respondents’ opinion on global status of English language as 

well as opinion regarding instrumental value of English language. All the 

respondents agreed that English is very important in the era of globalization. 

17.65% strongly agreed to the statement, whereas 82.35% respondents have agreed 

to it. Regarding the instrumental value of the language 88.24% respondents viewed 

their opinion that speaking English is an advantage and 11.76% strongly agreed 

with the statement. Similarly, almost 94% participants agreed that English is very 

crucial to get a good job in the market. Thus, the result shows that students firmly 

believe that knowledge of English plays an important role in the era of 

globalization. 

Table: 3 Students attitude towards English (%) 

Sl. 

No 

Statements SA A SD D N 

9 I love to watch  

English TV channel 

or listen radio 

programmes than 

Hindi 

channel/programme 

5.88% 29.41% - 47.05% 17.65% 

10 I  would like to 5.88% 58.82% 5.88% 25.53% 5.88% 
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read  

newspapers and 

magazines in 

English 

 

11 English should be 

used in 

advertisements, 

public signs, map 

etc besides Hindi. 

 

11.76% 58.82% - 11.76% 17.65% 

 

Attitude towards a particular language can be determined from the respondents’ 

patterns of language choice and use as well as their purpose of using the language 

in different domains of use. Statement no. 9, 10, 11 were designed to examine the 

respondents’ choice of English language in media domain which is shown in table 

3.  

Result shows that a slight high number of respondents disagreed to the statements 

that they love to watch English T.V Channel or listen radio programme than Hindi 

channel/programme. Almost 35% students favored the statement and expressed 

that they love to watch T.V channel or listen radio programme in English than 

Hindi. Contrary to this, a positive response is observed for the statement 10. For 

this statement almost 65% students (5.88% strongly agreed, 58.82% agreed) 
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opinioned that they like to read newspaper and magazine in English. Similar results 

can also be perceived for statement 11, where above 70% respondents (11.76% 

strongly agreed, 58.82% agreed) favor the use of English in advertisements, public 

signs, map etc. besides Hindi language. 

 

Table 4: Respondents’ Attitudes towards English (%) 

Sl. 

No 

Statements SA A SD D N 

12 All official 

documents should 

be in 

both Hindi and 

English 

 

25.53% 64.71% 11.76%   

 

The table 4 represents the respondents’ attitude towards use of language in official 

documents. The respondents’ (25.530% strongly agreed and 64.71% agreed) stated 

that all official documents should be both in English and Hindi. English and Hindi 

should go hand in hand in official use. Such a pattern of choice for English 

indicates a positive attitude of the respondents towards English language. 

Like the media and office domains, respondents’ patterns of language choice and 

use as well as their purpose of using the language in education domain were 

obtained through the statement no. 13, 14, 15 and 16. 
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Sl. 

No 

Statements SA A SD D N 

13 English should be 

the medium of 

Instruction in our 

undergraduate 

level. 

5.88% 70.59% - 23.53% - 

14 I would like to 

study more English 

 29.41% 11.76% 17.65% 41.18% 

15 If an academic text 

is available in 

English and in 

Hindi I will read 

the 

text in English. 

 

11.76% 82.35% - 5.88%  

16 I need English in 

order to succeed 

in higher education.  

 

 

11.76% 82.35%  5.88%  
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In response to the statement English should be medium of instruction almost ¾ of 

the students expressed their desire to implement English as a medium of 

instruction in their undergraduate level. The most debated issue regarding the 

medium of instruction at undergraduate level in the university would be answered 

by this result. For the statement 13 “I would like to study more English” however 

showed mixed results.  Interestingly, similar percentage, i.e.  29.41% are both 

favored and disfavored the statement, while 41.18% expressed neutral opinion to 

it. It reveals that although the students want English as their medium of instruction 

but they do not like to study more English or do not want mastery over English 

language. The respondents also reported that if an academic test is available in 

English and Hindi they will read the text in English. 11.76% are strongly agreed to 

the statement and 82.35% were agreed to it. 5.88% is disagreed to it as they would 

love to read in Hindi than English. Precisely, a similar result can be seen in the last 

statement, whereas the majority of the respondents (11.76% strongly agreed and 

82.35% agreed) reported that they need English in order to succeed in higher 

education. Thus from the table it is obvious that students bear postitive attitude 

towards English language and have strong inclination towards the language and its 

usage in education domain.  

 

CONCLUSION: 

The first year students of IGNTU study English language as a compulsory subject 

in their undergraduate programme. However, except English (as a subject), for the 

rest of the subjects they use Hindi and Hindi is also the medium of instruction for 

all of them. This study found it relevant to discover the attitudes towards English 
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of the target population because the implementation of medium of instruction 

policy of the University can be influenced by their attitudes towards the language. 

The result of the study shows that the respondents have positive attitudes towards 

English language. They reported that they like English language and they like 

those who speak English. They were of the opinion that those who speak English 

create a good impression. The respondents reported that they recognize the global 

status and importance of English language in this era of globalization and global 

communication networks. The students realized that proficiency in English will 

offers advantages in this era of globalization. It will offer them a good job, 

financial security and social status. The respondents reported that they want to 

choose and use more English in the domain of media, office and education. 

Though they supported increase in the use of English language but they did not 

want exclusive use of English rather they wanted that English and Hindi should go 

hand in hand in their use in different domains. As far as education domain in 

concerned, the respondents opined that English should be the medium of 

instruction in their undergraduate studies and they need English in order to succeed 

in higher education. Above all, it can be said that the respondents were found to be 

positive towards English language and this could be attributed to the fact that 

respondents were greatly motivated towards English.  As English plays 

instrumental role in empowering in all means, the positive attitude of the adivasi 

students under study will certainly benefit in the development and advancement of 

the tribal communities like Gond, Baiga and Panika extensively and facilitate them 

to stand as self-reliant communities both economically and socially.    
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